











































































































place Value

What is the difference between the largest and
smallest 3 digit numbers that can be made by
rearranging the cards shown

I 2 3

Largest 321
Smallest 123

Difference 198
The four digits 2,3 8,9 are placed in the boxes

so that when both two digit numbers are added

the sun is as large as possible What is the sum

Put the 8 and 9 in the tens place and the

2 and 3 in the units place in any order

93 t

82175

The sum of the 7 digits in Mario's telephone
number is 34 The first five digits are 73903














































































































How many possibilities are there for the last
two digits
The sum of the first five digits is

7 3 9 t 01 3 22

so the sum of the last two digits is

34 22 12

The possibilities are

93
39
84
48
75
57
66

so there are 7 in total
How many 3 digit numbers contain only the digits
2 and 3 and each of them at least once

Caset one 2 two 3 s 233
323
332

Case 2 two Z's one 3 223
232
322

So there are 6 such numbers














































































































With some 3 digit numbers the third digit is the
sum of the first two digits eg for 213 21 1 3
how many 3 digit numbers are there with this property
If the third digit is 9 the first two can be

90 18 81 27,72 36 63 45 54 9 choices

f the third digit is 8 the first two can be

80,17 71 26 62 35 53 44 so there are 8 choices

If the third digit is 7 the first two can be

70 16 61 25 52 34 43 so there are 7 choices
If the third digit is 6 the first two can be

60 15 Sl 24 42 33 So there are 6 choices

f the third digit is 5 the first two can be

SO 14 41 23 32 so there are 5 choices

f the third digit is 4 the first two can be
40 13 31 22 so there are 4 choices
f the third digit is 3 the first two can be
30 12 21 so there are 3 choices

f the third digit is 2 the first two can be
20 11 so there are 2 choices
If the third digit is 1 the first two can be
10 So there is 1 choice

the third digit can't be 0 since then the first two
would have to be also
So the total number of possibilities is














































































































9 81 7 6 St 41 31 21 1 9102
45

Multiplicativeking
Lee's favourite chocolates are 80C each
He has 5 How many can he buy
5 500C
We have 500 4801 20

6 80 t 20

So he can buy 6 chocolates
Mrs Chapman put 58 books back on the library
shelves She put 12 books on each shelf except the
last How many books did she put on the last shelf
We have 58 48 t 10

4 121 10
SO she put 10 books on the last shelf

I have a rectangular block of cheese that I

can cut into 12 identical 1cm Cubes with none

left over How many differently shaped blocks of
cheese could I have started with

The volume of the block of cheese is 12cm
The side lengths must all be factors of 12

































































































We could have 1 1 12
1 2 6
1 3 4
2 2 3

so the answer is 4
A class has 2016 matchsticks Using clay to join
the matches together they make a long row of
cubes This is how it starts

They keep adding cubes to the end of the row

Until they don't have enough matches left for

another cube How many cubes will they make

The First cube requires 12 matchsticks one for

each edge
Each subsequent cube requires only 8 matchsticks
since 4 of the edges are already completed
shared with the previous cube

12 t 8 2016

8N 2004

in 250.5
















































































































So they can make 251 250 plus the inhaul

one cubes
Measurement
There is a shaded square inside a rectangle as

shown From A to B is 6cm and from C to D
is 8cm What is the perimeter of the large
rectangle

c 6

c x s
a 8

Suppose the square has side length x Then the width
of the large rectangle is 6 8 x 14 x and the

height of the rectangle is x

So the perimeter is

2114 x 2K 28














































































































Each side of this large square is 30cm The
middle of each side is joined to a corner as shown
What area in con has been shaded

Divide the square into triangles

Each triangle can be divided into Five smaller ones

These are all the same site














































































































So the whole square can be divided into 20

Smaller triangles four of which are shaded

Shaded
area 420 30 30

g
x 900

180

Coordinate geometry method





















































15,15 A 10115 C 115,15

3,9

D 115,0 010 Isao

15 151 Is 15 0 15 B

Just consider area in top quadrant this

Mutt by 4

Line connecting A B

M IS IS 2
IS o

y 15 2x

y 2kt IS














































































































Line connecting C D

M IS 0 t
2

Stl

y IS the is

za LS
2

y n t LS
2

Intersection 2k t l s Iz x t Lf
a tf

Sn is

a 3

y 2131 t IS 9

Perpendicular
height IS 9 6

Area of
s 1 6 x Is 4S

n

Area of shaded region 45 4 1800














































































































Operations

Helen is adding some numbers and gets the

total 157 Then she realises that
she has written one of the numbers as 73 rather

than 37 what should the total he

73 37 36

Total should be 157 36 121

Follow the instructions in this flow chart

5 73 9 7 21 19 57

The numbers 40,19 37,33 12 25 46 18 39 21 are

matched in pairs so that the sum of each pair is the
same Which number is paired with 39
Write numbers in ascending order to identify pairs

12 18 19 21 25 3337 39 40 46 19














































































































smallest t largest 2nd smallest t 2nd largest etc

Alternatimethod
Sum of all the numbers 290

There are 10 numbers therefore 5 pairs and the
sum of each pair is 29 58

So the number paired with 39 is 58 39 19

Mary has 4 children of different ages
All are under 10 and the product of their ages
is 2016 What is the sum of their ages
We have 2016 32 63 25 7 9

So their ages must be 9,7 8 and 4

and therefore the sum is 28

Algebraining
When I add 11 and another number I get 19
What is the other number

19 11 8

3rad thinks of a number doubles it and adds 2
His result is 14 What was the number he thought of

2 2 14

act I 7
x 6














































































































Jim is one year older than his brother and one

year younger than his sister The sum of their ages is

30 How old is his sister

Let Tim's age be x

K l t x t roti 30

T T T
bro J sis

3 30 x 10

In these two number sentences what is the value
of a heart

Add them 41 tf 12 t 20 32

8

2 t 8 12 first egn
t 4 6

2

Molly is thinking of a number Twice her number

take away 7 is the same as her number plus 5














































































































What is her number

let her number be x

2x 7 x t 5

x 12

In a Family with 2 sons and 2 daughters the
sum of the children age is 55 The 2 sons

were born 3 years apart and the 2 daughters
were born 2 years apart The younger son is

twice the age of the older daughter How old is

the youngest child
Let b be the age of the younger son and

let g be the age of the younger daughter

The older son's age is bt3 and the older

daughter's age is gt2
We have b 2 g 2 2g t 4

and btbt3tgtgt2 55

2b t 2g t S 55

2lb tg So

btg 25

2gt4 t g 25

3g 21




































g 7

So the youngest child is 7

ReflectionandRotation













































































FIFI DID 7 IF 4
Fractions
Fred gave half of his apples to Beth then half of

what was left to Sally leaving him with 1 apple
How many did he have to start with

He gave away t t 24 of his apples

Since 1 apple is I of what he originally had
he must have started with 4
At the supermarket Ashan noticed that her favourite
biscuits were on special with one third extra for free
in the packet If this special packet contained 24














































































































biscuits how many biscuits would be in the normal

packet

Suppose a normal packet has n biscuits
Then n t ng 24

43 24

n 3 24 3 6 18
4

01 for every 3 biscuits in the normal packet
the special one contains 4 The special packet
contains 24 6 4 so the normal packet contains 6 3 18

At Susie's party they have 4 pizzas to share and

each person gets 213 of a pitta How many people
are at the party
Suppose there are n people at the party
Then

Zzn 4

n 324 6

Sally has a pile of jelly beans Her brother eats
half of them then her sister eats a quarter of
the remaining jellybeans Her father finds the left

over jelly beans and eats one third of them leaving














































































































Sally with 6 jelly beans How many jelly beans did

Sally have to begin with

Suppose she started with n jelly beans
Her brother ate half leaving niz
Her sister ate a quarter of that leaving

3
4
12 3

Her father ate a third of that leaving

23 381 7
we have 6 left so 41 6 n 24
There are 390 children at a summer camp
One third of the number of girls is equal to
one half of the number of boys
How many girls are there
Let g be the number of girls and to be the
number of boys
We have g t b 390 and Egg b

b 21
3

g t 2 390

Sfg 390















































































































g 3 390 234
5

Alternative method

If the boys are divided into 2 equal groups and

the girls are divided into 3 equal groups then

all these groups have the same size 39 78

So the total number of girls is 3 78 234

Logicking
A string of coloured beads begins with a red then a

green then a blue then a yellow This pattern is
repeated many times What colour is the 26th bead
Every number with a remainder of 1 after dividing by
4 will be red every number with a remainder of 2
Will be green remainder of 3 will be blue remainder
of 0 will be yellow
We have

26 4 6 t 2

So the bead will be green
What is the perimeter of this shape

The sum of the red lengths
is 3
The sum of the green
lengths is 6















































































































So the perimeter of the

shape is

31 6 3 t 6 18M

A box holds socks which are all the same size
There are 6 while to blue and 16 grey socks What is

the least number of socks I need to take out without
looking so that I can be certain of getting a pair
of matching socks

There are 3 colours If we pull out 3 Socks we

could get one of each so there's no pair But
the Fourth sock must be the same colour as one

of the previous three so the answer is 4
Lying Larry decided that From now on he is going
to tell the truth on Mondays Wednesdays and Fridays
but will lie on all the other days Once he

said

Tomorrow I am going to tell the truth On what
day did this happen

If he said it on a Monday Wednesday or Friday it
would be the truth So he would also tell the truth
the next day but this is incorrect
If he said it on a Sunday Tuesday or Thursday then
it would be a lie so he would be lying on the
next day when he is supposed to be telling the truth














































































































So the only option left is Saturday He is lying so

his statement implies he will also be lying on Sunday
This is correct so the answer is Saturday
Four hockey teams played each other once A win score

3 points a draw scores 1 point and a loss scores 0

points Some Figures in the following table are missing
How many points did the Hawks get

Fill out the other 3 rows

0 O

2 I1

Since the Eagles won all 3 of their games they
beat the Hawks Since the Condors had 1 point
they must have had a draw The Falcons and
Condors both had I draw and no wins so must
have drawn with each other So both of those
teams lost to the Hawks
















Hence the Hawks had 2 wins and 1 loss for a

total of 2 3 6 points
Clarrie has 3 dogs The oldest is Bob next comes

Rex and Fido is the youngest Fido is 10 years
younger than Bob None of the dogs are the same

age The sum of their ages is 28 What is the
minimum possible product of their ages
We list all the combinations of three distinct
integers that add to 28 such that the smallest
is 10 less than the largest

3 t 12 t 13

4 t lo t 14
5 t 8 t 15

Now 3 12 13 468
4 10 14 560
5 8 15 600

so the answer is 468


